
HOUSE..,. No, 129.

House op Representatives. February 25, 1867.

The Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed by an
Order of the House of January 25 to consider the expediency
of shortening the time of service of jurors, and to whom was
committed an Act concerning the fees of jurors and witnesses,
and to whom was recommitted their own report, inexpedient

,

upon an Order concerning the fees of jurors, have considered
the same, and

11 E P. O 11 T :

That they are of opinion that the term of service of jurors
should be shortened. They believe that a shortening of the
time of service of jurors would relieve them from a burden
which seems to be too heavy upon persons who have to attend
upon courts at a distance from their homes, and at too great a
sacrifice of their interests, and would also relieve the judges of
the courts from the numerous and very pressing applications to
excuse business men from jury duty, and so secure the service
of a higher class of business experience.

They therefore report a Bill, the first section of which
embodies their views upon this subject.

As to the Bill and Order concerning the fees of jurors and
witnesses, the Committee suppose the House to have been well
aware that they were opposed to any increase of these fees.
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They do not believe it to be either necessary or expedient.
They therefore are compelled to consider the commitment of
the Bill, and the recommitment of the Order, as substantially a
commitment with instructions to report a Bill in accordance
with the Bill committed to them.

They have accordingly added separate sections to the Bill,
embracing the two subjects, and presenting each in a distinct
form.

They have added another section in regard to the fees of
witnesses before inferior tribunals, inasmuch as if the fees of
witnesses in the higher courts are to be fixed at two dollars,
there seems to be no reason why the fees in inferior courts
should not be also increased.

They are, however, opposed to any increase in the fees of
jurors or witnesses, but report the sections in accordance with
what they consider the direction of the House.

For the Committee,

11. JEWELL, Chairman.
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AN ACT

Concerning the time of service of Traverse Jurors, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, in General Court assembled , and by the authority of
the same, as follows :—

1 Sect. 1. No person shall serve as a traverse juror
2 more than thirty days at any one term of a court,
3 except to finish a case commenced within that time,
4 nor at more than one term of any court during any
5 period of three years, except in the counties of Nan-
-6 tucket and Dukes county.

1 Sect. 2. The fees of grand jurors and traverse
2 jurors in any court except before a justice of the
3 peace or police or municipal court, shall be three
4 dollars a day for attendance, and eight cents a mile
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5 for travel out and home; and the fees of jurors in
6 all other cases shall remain as now fixed by law.

1 Sect. 3. The fees of witnesses in civil or criminal
2 cases in the supreme judicial court, superior court or
3 before county commissioners or jurors summoned to
4 assess damages under chapters forty-three, sixty-three
5 and one hundred and forty-nine of the General Stat-
-6 iites, shall be two dollars a day for attendance, with
7 travel as now provided by law.

1 Sect. 4. The fees of witnesses in all other cases
2 shall be one dollar a day for attendance, with travel
3 as now allowed by law.


